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The Bitcoin Era



If you’ve been watching the news lately, you almost certainly have heard of bitcoin, but what is bitcoin, and how does it function? One of the most confusing aspects of bitcoin is how the entire system functions. How is it that a digital coin is profitable? Let’s find out. Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency, meaning it is a digital currency that functions through encryption techniques. Bitcoin came into the world in 2008, and today, the cryptocurrency is extremely valuable. One bitcoin is equivalent to about $12,200. People who own bitcoin have digital wallets either on their cellphone and or computer that contain all their bitcoins; people can transfer their bitcoin to other users via the internet. This is where profits can be generated,



and this is where the system tends to become more complicated. When an individual transfers their bitcoin to another account, the transaction must be verified. This is where bitcoin “miners” come into play. Bitcoin miners verify the transactions that take place between users, and because these miners facilitate transactions, they are rewarded with a certain number of bitcoins for their work. (The rewards vary between each transaction.) Once the transaction has been verified, it is recorded on what is known as a ledger. The ledger is open to all Bitcoin users, a positive as this makes fraudulence almost impossible. Therefore, when a transaction between two users takes place, the entire bitcoin community is notified as the ledger is updated. Bitcoin becomes



profitable because of the miners that facilitate the transactions. In addition, there are no prerequisites to join bitcoin, which encourages people all over the world to take part. Thus, the bitcoin community grows, which leads to a more profitable cryptocurrency. Bitcoin is currently transforming the financial world. The cryptocurrency can minimize fees as transactions between two users occur simply by pushing a button, there is no overarching organization that owns bitcoin, the system has no restrictions, and bitcoin can be converted into almost any real currency there is today. If you never heard of bitcoin or had no idea as to how the system functioned, I hope this was a good introduction. So, are you going to join the bitcoin community?



The fault on our screens? Steven Randall Associate Editor



Separating Art from the Artist



In the wake of all the sexual assault allegations against every actor and director in Hollywood, one question has been furiously circling the internet: Can we enjoy something made by someone who has done wrong? People are questioning their enjoyment of movies like Se7en, The Usual Suspects and Baby Driver in the wake of Kevin Spacey’s allegations. Louis CK pulled the release of his newest film I Love You, Daddy and canceled two talk show appearances in preemptive response to his allegations. Will every great film be marred by revelations about the artists associated with it? How much can we (or should we) separate art from its artist? Keep in mind that this debate is nothing new. Two names that get thrown around all the time in this conversation are Roman Polanski and Woody Allen. Polanski, director of Rosemary’s Baby, The Pianist, and Chinatown, and Allen, director of Annie Hall, Manhattan, and Midnight in Paris, are famous for engaging in relations with minors. Polanski is a fugitive from the US
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The allegations against Harvey Weinstein kicked off a surge of allegations against other celebrities



government for his misdeeds, and currently lives in Paris. Allen is still alive and well in Hollywood, releasing new films every year. Both men have made movies that are considered among the best ever, but they’ve also committed horrible crimes. Can their work be separated from their past? Many would argue that art is born of



its artist, and that a black mark on the creator’s record taints the art itself. However, all great art is more than the sum of its parts, and many of the great films that are being questioned in connection to their creators and stars do rise above the circumstances of their creation. The more prevalent argument is that the power the artists gained or used in creating their great works was the same power they abused in perpetrating their various misconducts. If we condemn the power they misuse, mustn’t we also condemn the fruits of that power? Well, this is where personal taste enters the equation. There can’t really be a standardized answer, because it all depends on how much one associates a piece of art with its artist. It remains to be seen whether this debate will actually impact the legacy of these great movies, but we can only watch and wait, for now. Feeling unsatisfied with this answer? Want to know my personal take? Head over to the Arrowhead website (www. ohhsarrowhead.com), where I’ve written a piece detailing my thoughts.
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Project Veritas Gets a Taste of Its Own Medicine



Santiago Garcia-Mata Editor-in-Chief



Roy Moore’s race for the United States Senate has caused a major controversy in the United States. This controversy, under the radar for many years, is finally being brought up due to the President of the United States, as well as the unique case of Roy Moore. The opic of journalistic integrity has always been something carefully watched by journalists themselves, but until attacked viciously by Donald Trump during the 2016 election cycle, regular citizens began what they think is “policing” of the mainstream media, causing for small mis-



takes that would once be let slide to be blown into stories of major proportion. Exemplified by the Alabama special election for senator, and the controversy regarding sexual assault that has plagued Roy Moore in recent months, journalists are being abnormally policed. Despite the regular citizens who look for small flaws in mainstream news, there has been a surge of skepticism of facts that one does not politically agree with. The Washington Post was almost made victim of this skepticism, by a small group named Project Veritas



The Washington Post’s headquarters
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which runs “stings” on major news sources attempting to catch them in the act of misreporting something for ratings. This all began with a woman (associated with Project Veritas) calling into the Washington Post to report a case of sexual assault by Roy Moore. Now it is important to note that this woman was not sexually assaulted by Roy Moore, and was being paid to make this story up, so the Washington Post could be accused of reporting sensationalist news stories to get national attention, and possibly even to harm Conservative candidates. The strange, yet not surprising twist of the story however, is that the vetting process of the Washington Post was so thorough that the woman was linked back to Project Veritas and her story was not published because of the malicious nature of her phone call and visit. What is to be taken from this story is that while journalists make mistakes in fact occasionally, their jobs depend on their ability to accurately report stories, and with topics as serious as sexual assault, they have the integrity to develop the facts before publishing a story. Ironically, it was Project Veritas who was exposed as the company attempting to publish sensationalist stories to get high ratings, showing that although mainstream media may seem malicious, it is because they are reporting the facts on malicious incidents.



The Real Reagan



Modern Consequences of a 20th Century Presidency



David Rodriguez Features Editor



In June of 1971, President Richard Nixon addressed the nation to declare war on drugs. This declaration of war was merely a way for Nixon and his campaign to target his opposition: those who opposed the war in Vietnam and African Americans. As a top Nixon aide, John Ehrlichman, later put it, “The Nixon campaign and the Nixon White House had two enemies: the antiwar left and black people.We knew we couldn’t make it illegal to be either against the war or blacks, but by getting the public to associate the hippies with marijuana and blacks with heroin, and then criminalizing both heavily, we could disrupt those communities.” While throughout Nixon’s presidency he did put in place an abundance of war on drugs legislation that targeted these communities, it wasn’t until Ronald Reagan came along that the effects were realized. Reagan is heralded as one of the The Arrowhead December 2017



greatest presidents in American history among the general public, but his impact on today’s political climate is rarely mentioned. When Reagan was inaugurated in 1981, there were about 50,000 Americans in jail for nonviolent drug offenses. As a direct result of Reagan’s actions in office as well as the harsh legacy left behind, that number jumped to over 400,000 in the next 15 years. Both through carefully targeted rhetoric and carefully worded legislation, like the mandatory minimum sentencing laws of 1986, Reagan’s administration deliberately targeted African Americans through the war on drugs. While cocaine use was rampant in predominantly white suburban communities, law enforcement, legislation, and mass media seemed to only sensationalize the use of crack cocaine in inner-city, black communities. The effects of this racially motivated
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President Ronald Reagan with a humurous salute



war are still felt strongly today. Statistically, African Americans and whites use illicit drugs at very similar rates, yet the imprisonment rate for African Americans on drug charges is about six times that of whites. In today’s tense political climate, racism within America’s law enforcement is an issue that has rightfully received huge amounts of attention and has been the root of racial conflicts in recent years. Nearly 40 years later, Ronald Reagan’s obscure use of discriminatory politics is still being felt in communities all over the country. Opinion
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All Aboard The Orient Express!



Matt Sherman Entertainment Editor



Are you looking for a thrilling and suspenseful movie to watch over the holiday season? Look no further then Kenneth Branagh’s Murder on the Orient Express. Based on the best-selling Agatha Christie novel, Murder on the Orient Express delivers a gripping mystery for the viewer’s pleasure. Kenneth Branagh directs the film and stars as the film’s protagonist, Hercule Poirot who is a brilliant and slightly eccentric detective with a mild obsession for order and balance. Poirot finds himself taking transport on the Orient Express with a myriad of diverse characters. These characters are played by many recognizable faces
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The cast of Kenneth Branagh’s Murder on the Orient Express



such as Daisy Ridley, Leslie Odom Jr., Josh Gad, and Johnny Depp. When a passenger is found dead in his cabin, Poirot is tasked with the mission of finding the killer on the train; any passenger is a potential suspect in Poirot’s mind. The movie has many twists and turns, which leads to the development of an in-



Reputation



tricate plot. One of my biggest fears about the movie was that the main character, in this case Poirot, would be the stereotypical detective type: a.k.a his character would be greatly undeveloped. I could not have been more wrong. Branagh’s performance as Poirot was stunning. Of course, Branagh has been known for his famous



roles, most notably in his own adaptation of William Shakespeare’s Hamlet as the title character. Branagh’s performance was not the only one that stood out to me during the viewing. In fact, every main character underwent development resulting in a much more mature cast: the audience is able to see the different layers that encapsulate each character. Overall, I thought the film was well done even though the critics of the industry were not as kind as I was. If you are bored or in the mood for a film that will brighten your night, I would highly recommend Murder On the Orient Express. All aboard the Orient Express!



Taylor Swift Continues to Tarnish Her Legacy Oscar Kasch Staff Reporter



When Taylor Swift released the lead single, “Look What You Made Me Do,” this September, for her new album Reputation, a new hope revealed itself. Sure, the song itself was lackluster, consisting of nothing more than Taylor Swift warding off her “haters” with some cornriddled lyricism, but it indicated a sign of growth. The track marked a new sound, for her, revealing a more confrontational and aggressive side to Taylor. This single indicated that Reputation could be a self portrait of her spot in the media, bearing some interesting commentary on her years in the spotlight. This would be a refreshing turn, after all, as it would stray away from her normal melodramatic love songs. That hope of artistic growth for Taylor is nothing but demolished on Reputation, however. The album runs 15 songs long and is 55 minutes of Swift committing all the wrongs seen on “Look What You Made Me Do.” Conceptually, Swift shifts from her typical love songs and brings a more selfaware approach on a lot of the tracks. However, the tidbits of what has made her lyricism so infamous are still present. Tracks like “I Did Something Bad” do little more than address the “drama” which surrounds her uninteresting pop-star narrative. Tracks like these could do with a little more insight from Swift herself, and would be leagues better if she dropped the “everyone hates me!” attitude. The Arrowhead December 2017



Toledo Zoo’s LIT Christmas Spirit Adrienne Johnson Staff Reporter
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Cover for Taylor Swift’s new album Reputation



The dubstep sounding instrumentals, which are everywhere on this record , helps the album plummet even further into atrociousness. Several instrumentals on this album call back to early 2000’s electronic music, featuring huge basses in the mix. These instrumentals only fortify the annoyance of the already awful songs. Taylor Swift’s Reputation merely addresses the drama surrounding Taylor, which she supposedly despises. The album marks a new sound for Swift, but that shift in style is not necessarily a good sound. All in all, the album is a trite look at her place in modern music masked as a message to her “haters,” but I’m sure she’s basking in the glory of the buckets of cash that have come since the release of the album.



The Lights Before Christmas at the Toledo Zoo are shining bright. For a second year in a row, the Toledo Zoo is trying to win the USA’s Today’s Reader’s Choice Best Zoo Lights, which they won last year. With more than a million lights, and new features and experiences each year, it’s no surprise that the Zoo is back in the running. You may not know, but the displays take months of setting up in order to make the magic happen. There are over 700 sets of lights, a total of 35,000 individual lights, strung up for the Christmas experience at the Toledo Zoo. This year, Toledoians will be able to see many sights and sounds from past years, as well as a few new features: a 3D mapping display at Carnivore Cafe, a new home for Santa, and a beer garden. Each year the spectacle kicks off with the lighting of the big tree that is featured at Lights Before Christmas. This is the one monument that stays the same throughout the years. While other aspects of the lights at the zoo change from year to year, the single large tree is the object that ties the entire light show together. Show your Toledo Pride and see our city shine, Lights Before Christmas begins Friday, Nov. 17 and continues through the end of December. Hours are Sunday through Thursday from 3:00-8:00pm and Friday and Saturday from 3:00-9:00pm. Entertainment
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A new era for ohdt The Youthful Dance Team Is Prepared For the Season



Caroline Koury Staff Reporter



Eco Testing on the Ottawa River
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Fishing In the Ottawa



Aidan Byrne Staff Reporter Plenty of things draw residents to the Village, but the fishing opportunities usually aren’t one of them. Yet the Ottawa River, which winds its way through the entirety of Ottawa Hills, has recently provided local anglers with ample opportunities for sportfishing. The river, once called the state’s most polluted waterway, has made a miraculous comeback thanks to extensive and costly restoration efforts. “Some people considered it toxic,” said Hans Gottgens, a member of UT’s Department of Environmental Sciences. Like many Toledo residents, he remembers the bright yellow signs warning against swimming or fishing in the waters of the Ottawa River. Many who are familiar with that image of the waterway would expect anything but a healthy population of fish to be swimming beneath its surface. Yet fish are being caught. Ottawa Hills student Gabriel Robinson claims that the river, “is full of mostly trash fish, but you can catch are pike and carp and trout.” In recent years there have even been steelhead, a type of rainbow trout, pulled from the Ottawa River. Nick Bryan, a teaching assistant in environmental sciences at UT, caught a 30-inch steelhead using a Hot ‘N Tot, a hard-bodied lure popular Nathan Robinson Staff Reporter The internet is taking over. Nothing can be done to stop it. No regular retailer is safe. Shopping isn’t what it used to be. Online shopping has dominated the year of 2017, by two companies in particular, Amazon and Walmart. Amazon stock is up more than 60% from its



among Lake Erie walleye fishermen. Carson Prichard, a doctoral student in the same field, caught a steelhead about 24 inches long a few days later using a spawn sack, a much more common steelhead bait. Mike Wilkerson, the fish management supervisor at the Division of Wildlife’s Findlay office, said steelhead being caught in the Ottawa is a new phenomenon. “I’m not sure I’ve ever heard of people catching them from that river,” he said. “It does look like a good sign.” The fish prefer cold, clear water, and do not tolerate high levels of pollution, which bodes well for the health of the river itself. Todd Crail a Toledo native and an instructor in environmental sciences at UT has been monitoring the Ottawa River for over two decades. He said the steelhead caught by Bryan and Prichard were not an anomaly. “I’ve watched a lot of changes going on in the river since the dams have been removed,” said Crail, who caught a juvenile steelhead at Jermain Park in 2009. “It’s getting back to a predatordriven system, so this wasn’t a fluke. I saw steelhead in there five years ago.” Several Ottawa hills anglers have also taken advantage of the fishing opportunities in the river.



After losing five members from the previous year, the Ottawa Hills Dance Team is eager to show their young and fresh talent during the many halftime basketball performances and competitions this season. As the team is composed of only underclassmen, they have a lot of expectations to live up to. The sophomores include Priya Bhatt and Amelia Frueh, the only returning dancers from last year, as well as Brynn Hesse. The freshmen include Ellie Seifried, Sophia Stone, Jamie Yark, and Chloe Zawisza. Starting at the very beginning of summer, the team has been practicing multiple days a week to perfect their technique and learn the dances that will be used for halftime performances throughout the basketball season. For the first time in many years, the dance team has started their performances prior to the beginning of basketball season. This year, they joined the Ottawa Hills band before home football games and performed their own dance to the school’s fight song. In September, the team was given the chance to host



a representative from the Universal Dance Association. A member of the University of Toledo Dance Team, Brooke Domaleczny helped the team work on their technique, and taught them two dances. The hip hop dance that they learned will be used for performances throughout the season. Next summer, the team is planning to attend a weeklong camp hosted by UDA. If they receive enough ribbons while they are there, they will qualify for the National Championships at the Walt Disney World Resort in Orlando, Florida. They will have the opportunity to perform their dances and compete with the best schools from across the country. As their season begins, the girls are eager to prove themselves to the school. Freshman Ellie Seifried explains, “Our team is super excited for performances this year and we’re working really hard for a successful season!” After placing in the top five for the last three years at the state competition, the team is determined and excited to see what is in store for them at the regional and, hopefully, the state championships.
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The dance team after one of their football performances



The Online Takover



booming sales. Walmart follows suit, up 40% because of its online sales. Retailers such as Target, down almost 25%, JCPenny and Sears, down 60%, and Macys, down more than 40%, are all prime examples of the market shift. Along with Amazon’s online retail presence, it has strengthened its actual retail
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with the creation of Amazon Books stores and purchase of Whole Foods. Walmart moves towards the digital side of retail with its purchases of ModCloth, Moosejaw, Bonobos, and Jet. com. The investment research firm Gordan Haskett conducted a survey over Thanksgiving weekend involving 1,000 indi-



viduals. Over 75% of the consumers shopped at Walmart, 70% shopped on Amazon, and the closest retailer to the two powerhouses was Kohl’s at 56%. The online retail surge that Amazon and Walmart has also been experienced by other companies in the same market such as Shopify, Groupon and Etsy. Features
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Cool Yule Rules!



Kira Sindhwani Features Editor



Features



Hudson Gallery Opens Its Holiday Exhibition for Ninth Year



Since 2009, the Hudson Gallery in downtown Sylvania has their Annual Cool Yule Exhibit. It’s a place for jewelers and other local artisans to bring their goods for people to buy for the holidays. This year, artists such as Sue Szabo, Regina Jankowski, and Katy Mims displayed their artwork and even showed their artistry skills in the gallery by making small trinkets in front of people like Christmas ornaments and holiday scarves. Outside of the gallery, the Red Bird Art Walk was in full swing, complete with food, activities, and music. This year, the Hudson Gallery wasn’t as busy as it usually is. Instead of having a heavy emphasis on jewelry, the main focus of this gallery was on paint-



ing. Most of these pieces depicted nature around Ohio and Michigan. Some pieces were even entitled after well-known parks, like “Sunset at Wildwood.” It’s a fantastic way for Ohioans to buy beautiful art that encapsulates the familiarity of home. In addition, the Hudson Gallery exhibited winter pieces. The warm colors of home-knitted sweaters, scarves, and hats on the tables contrasted greatly with the icy depictions of Ohio winter behind them. Although each piece was comparatively expensive, with prices ranging from $50$2,000, it helps the local economy and art scene. Eight years later, the Hudson Gallery Annual Cool Yule Exhibit continues to capture Ohio beauty while celebrating the beginning of the holiday season.
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Some of the features of the Husdon Gallery’s 2017 Cool Yule Exhibit



Learning Beyond the Classroom A New Course Takes Students Out Into the Workforce



Abby Hauck Design Editor



Columbus Crew owner Anthony Precourt
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Does the Columbus Crew Need to Be Saved? William Koury Chief Technology Officer



In recent years, American sports have found themselves trapped at an ethical crossroads: do sports teams exist to serve the greater communities in which they reside, or are they business entities, existing only for the sake of increasing annual profits? Right now, Columbus Crew Soccer Club is dealing with the consequences of each side of this dilemma on a national scale. On October 17, Crew SC owner Anthony Precourt announced that he was considering moving the soccer club to Austin, Texas, which prompted an immediate outcry from the vast majority of the Crew’s supporters. From a business perspective, Precourt is completely justified in his decision: among the 22 teams in Major League Soccer (MLS), the Crew ranks 20th in average attendance in the regular season, with about 15,000 people showing up to each game, on average. In order to keep up in today’s modern market, Precourt says, the Crew must look into more profitable options: either they can move to a larger, more modern stadium The Arrowhead December 2017



in downtown Columbus, or they can move to Austin, the largest metropolitan market in the United States without a major sports team. However, when you look at sports from the perspectives of the fans, who are the source of all the club’s profits, is this the right thing for Precourt to do? By stating that he wants to leave Columbus for a so-called better market, Precourt is essentially telling his club’s fans that they haven’t done enough for him, as though the people of Austin are somehow more valuable and deserving of watching his team play than the people of Columbus. But, it is the fans in Columbus who ultimately were a part of the team’s creation, who allowed the club to stay alive (thus far). It is quite clear, based on the situation, that Precourt values money over the opinions of millions. According to the business ethics laws of the United States and the rules of the MLS, Precourt is entirely in the right here. Whether he is doing the right thing, however, will be something for the history books to determine.



Imagine an education that exceeds the four walls of your high school classroom, one that takes you onsite to real time businesses during the school day. Unlike never before, a unique hybrid is entering the Ottawa Hills curriculum. Professional Networking and Communications is making its debut this coming January at the start of the new semester. Taking the aspects of an English and a business course, Ottawa Hills has taken the initiative to blend the two concepts together to create an applicable and practical class. The new course will be a semester long, taking place over fourth and fifth periods, and is offered to seniors. Co-taught by Mrs. Schoenberger and Mr. Lindsay, the hybrid will explore real -world career opportunities through six partnering businesses and organizations, allowing each student to have a personalized experience with business education and learning communication skills for workplace success. Such partnering businesses include Welltower, Hylant Group, Owens-Illinois, Promedica Physicians Cardiology, Great Lakes Marketing and Research, and the U.S. Coast Guard. These widely varying partnerships allow students to work with fields that genuinely interest them and provide for authentic experiences. When asked what she looks forward to most for the new course, Mrs. Schoenberger remarked that she is excited to “give students an opportunity outside of school to learn.” As for what to expect from Professional Networking and Communications, Mrs. Schoenberger predicted a focus on individualized learning as students “largely will be designing their own course of study based upon a broad outline.” This new approach to a business and English education gives students 21st century choices. This course is a step in a completely new direction, but for many good reasons, is highly anticipated by its first batch of seniors. Features
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Green Bear Ballers Triumph Despite Adversity The Girls’ Basketball Team Wins their First Two TAAC Games



Samantha Fischer Staff Reporter



Starting off the season with a young team and an injured captain, most would have doubted what the girls’ varsity basketball team could accomplish. Compared to the boys’ team, the lady bears are generally overlooked, but this year the girls are determined to make a come back. With returning captain, Ellie Westmeyer, and two new junior captains, Sophie Summers and Zara Ahmed, the girls have been putting in work since the summer. This year, the team is hoping to maintain a winning record. To accomplish this goal, their coach, Sean Mercer, offers open gyms throughout the summer to recruit new players and work on their skills before the season begins. On Friday December 1, the girls’
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Team Huddle Before the Start of the Game



varsity basketball team started out their TAAC season with a win against the number one ranked team, Danbury. Ending with a score of 40-30, this victory is a great improvement from last year’s game. Captain Sophie Summers comments on the girls’ win, “We are very proud of this accomplishment, since we have shown a lot of improvement from last year.” The girls also played Cardinal Stritch on Tuesday December 5, resulting in a 43-41 victory for the Green Bears. Even though the team ranks fourth in the league, the girls’ have won games against two other teams who are currently ranked above them. Beginning their season with an undefeated record of 2-0, the girls hope to continue their winning streak.



The Year for Indoor Soccer The Freeze and the Heat Dominate Maumee Soccer Centre



Bella Iorio Staff Reporter



The Heat. Many know it as the boys’ soccer team that dominates indoor soccer each year. Fortunately, in the last two years the Freeze has been created to allow girls to partake in this tradition. Returning for its 6th year, the Heat consists of 13 full time players along with a couple of super subs in the mix as well. The Heat has games every Saturday night ranging from times between 6 P.M. and 10:00 P.M. After being asked how the season will go, Captain Will Koury claims that the team will “qualify for Champions League Football.” Starting their first season with only 13 players, the Freeze won two games, resulting in a 2-11-1 record by the end of the season. This year, the Freeze successfully recruited a total of 23 players, an abundant more than last year. Player Maya Chandar-Kouba explains, “We are going to ice the competition out. We have some pretty freezy players who joined this year and they’re ready to put in the work.” Playing every Saturday morning between times such as 8:00 A.M. and 10:00 A.M., the Freeze wakes up bright and early to destroy their competition. Go out and support your Green Bears every Saturday, morning and night!
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The founders of the Freeze
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The Choraliers singing at Imagination Station
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Choraliers Caroling Season



The Choraliers Travel Around Toledo Singing Lauren Rownd Staff Reporter This holiday season the Choraliers are spreading Christmas spirit all throughout Toledo, singing at an array of venues, from toy drives and charities to private parties. Every year, the Choraliers are booked at many different holiday events. Directed by choral teacher Donna Wipfli, the Choraliers have 14 performances booked this Christmas season, a record high since she has taken over the program. Some highlights of their holiday season include singing at the Epworth Methodist Church Imagination Station, the WTVG Toy Drive, the OHHS Faculty Party, the OH Garden Club and the Ursuline Center. The Epworth Methodist Church, a holiday tradition for the Choraliers, kicks off their season as they sing for the attendees of the Wonderful Wednesday Lun-



cheon. They then sing at the Imagination Station, as the entertainment for the Carols and Cookies with Claus event. Additionally, by request of Jay Berschback himself, they are scheduled to appear at the WTVG Toy Drive, a toy drive hosted by the local ABC TV station. Next and hosted at the Kozy house, the Choraliers are singing for the OHHS Faculty Holiday Party. They will make also make appearances at the OH Garden Club luncheon and the Ursuline Center. While there is no charge for the Choraliers to sing at any event, they do accept donations that go towards offsetting the cost of their trip in February, which is in Chicago this year. The Choraliers are excited to spread the Christmas cheer this holiday season by singing loud for all to hear.
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Nuts and Bolts, We Got Screwed



Adam Simon Sports Reporter



Buckeyes Left Out of 2017 College Football Playoff



The College Football Playoff Committee once again let down Ohio State fans across the US. On Sunday, December 3rd the Committee made their playoff decisions, and their picks were: 1 - Clemson, 2 - Oklahoma, 3 Georgia, and 4 - Alabama. The Playoff Committee has let down Ohio State by putting Alabama at the number four seed and into every single college



football playoff so far. First, let me take you through the facts that truly should have put Ohio State ahead of Alabama. Ohio State has two top ten wins against number six, Wisconsin, and number nine, Penn State. Alabama, on the other hand, has zero. Ohio State has three top 15 wins and Alabama has zero. Ohio State won a division and conference title, while Alabama did not even make their conference championship game. Ohio State is



the only team in the top ten nationally for both offense and defense. I don’t know about you but it seems to me like Ohio State has earned the right to be in the College Football Playoff. Alabama has not proven themselves to be a good team this year and when they finally did play against a top ten team - Auburn - they lost miserably 14-26.



The Teams are Set



The 2018 FIFA World Cup Finalizes Qualifiers Will Tunis Sports Reporter
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The Green Bears’ discuss their gameplan.



A Year of Growth



Ben Werner Sports Editor



After the mass exodus of the dynamic 2017 Ottawa Hills Boys’ Basketball class, this year’s Boys’ team has big shoes to fill. With only four returning letterwinners, the Green Bears will look to their two seniors, Captain Michael Helgren and Will Tunis, to lead the team throughout the year. Along with the two seniors, the team will need huge contributions from a skillful sophomore and junior class with the graduation of reliable scoring sources like Hunter Sieben and Brett Hoffman. One thing that remains the control variable of the program, however, is the relentless coaching staff. Head Coach John Lindsay (343-156 record) and Assistant Tim Reiser form one of the more elite coaching duos in all of Ohio, as they’ve helped bring six of the last ten TAAC titles to the Hills. If there’s one thing that certain, it’s that this staff will get this inexperienced, but talented group ready to contend for another title. “Our goal is to get better each and every day, and that starts with our focus during practice,” Senior Captain Michael Helgren said. “We have a hungry, young team that has the ability to do great things this year.” Best of luck to the Boys’ Basketball Team this year, go Green Bears! The Arrowhead December 2017



On June 14, the first game will be played for the 2018 FIFA World Cup. By the end of the 64 total games being played, there will be a new country crowned as the world champion of soccer. As of December 1st, the teams have been set for the group stage of the tournament, this year taking place in Russia. Each group, A through H, should provide great games and strong competition for viewers to enjoy. Group A consists of the hosts, Russia, along with Uruguay, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia. Uruguay is the clear favorite to take the top spot in this group, but Egypt will be looking to give them a run for first place. However, Russia, with the home crowd behind them, will look to compete for one of the two top spots in the group as well. In Group B, we have Portugal, Spain, Morocco, and Iran. Cristiano Ronaldo and Portugal, having won the 2016 European Championships, are looking to continue their run of form and beat out Spain for the top spot. However, the 2010 World Cup champions of Spain are predicted to come out on top of this group and make a run deep into the knockout stages. France, Australia, Peru, and Denmark make up Group C. France were the runners up in the European Championships last year and are the clear favorites to top the group. Denmark has been on surging form during the qualifications stage and will be looking to advance behind midfielder Christian Eriksen. The teams in Group D are Argentina, Iceland, Croatia, and Nigeria. Argentina is a clear frontrunner but will have three solid teams right behind
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them. Iceland look to turn heads again after advancing to the quarterfinals of the European Championships in 2016. Croatia are always a threat with their talented midfield and Nigeria are a team with dynamic players across the field. Group E is made up of Brazil, Switzerland, Costa Rica, and Serbia. Brazil have been picked by many to become the new champions of the world, assuming they can stay healthy. While there is no team from the other three that stand out, the two European teams can be dangerous and compete for second place. Germany, the champions of the 2014 World Cup, Mexico, Sweden, and Korea Republic are in Group F. Germany is the clear choice by many to top the group. Along with Brazil, they are early favorites to raise the trophy in July. Each team has players who can change games, but the teams will have to battle it out to advance, with no favorite to take that spot. In Group G, we have Belgium, Panama, Tunisia, and England. Eden Hazard and Belgium, along with Harry Kane and England should be very happy with this draw, as they are the clear favorites to advance, but will have to battle it out for the top spot in the group. Finally, the most open of the eight groups, Group H contains Poland, Senegal, Columbia, and Japan. Senegal’s team if filled with dangerous attackers and solid defenders. Colombia will be looking to make another run after losing in the 2014 World Cup quarterfinals. Poland, behind Robert Lewandowski, will look to score plenty of goals and advance to the next round.
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A Wonky Christmas Jan Durst Final Analysis Editor



Christmas! Christmas! Ho Ho Ho! Everybody’s favorite holiday is right around the corner. However, this Christmas has been marred by controversy and scandal instead of painted in holly jolliness. Under the red and yellow flag of the labor force, the bourgeoisie of the elves led a rebellion against the tyrannical Santa Claus. Unbeknownst to the public, Santa Claus had been viciously mistreating his elven workforce. After both denying them healthcare and standard wages, a strike led by the elven Karl Marx, Alabaster Snowball, seized the North Pole and halted production. Instead of negotiating with the elves, Mr. Claus decided to outsource his workforce to China, ultimately resulting in the permanent stamp of “Made In China” on all gifts forevermore. Unfortunately, China’s subpar reputation in quality squandered its chance to reaffirm itself as millions of children lay wailing beneath their trees on Christmas morning, lamenting their quickly broken toys. Without the magic touch of the elves, remote control helicopters, cars, even phones and ipads, lay in pieces, floating in pools of broken hearted children’s’ tears. In response to this tragedy, a storm of tweets shook the foundations of the internet. Donald Trump tweeted, “Santa wants to outsource to China? Sad! Maybe if he wasn’t so fat or lazy he’d be able to see past his gut and see how BAD it is!” Miraculously, in this fantasmic world, Donald Trump’s tweet solved everything. Toys were found in top condition beneath the trees, Santa’s tyrannical rule was broken and elves retook their native land, and Trump’s rating skyrocketed. Happy Holidays from the Arrowhead Staff, and a Trumpy New Year.
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Top Ten Best Fruits Urvish Patel Staff Reporter



1. Mango 2. Tangerine 3. Strawberry 4. Pomengranate



The president is a 5. Papaya Sexual Assaulter and I Will Treat him as Such Urvish Patel Staff Reporter



This Thanksgiving, the people of America saw a peculiar event unfold at the White House. Shortly before the executive Thanksgiving dinner, donald asked, “Can I touch it?” he was referring to a live turkey present on a nearby table, and this passing comment rubbed many viewers the wrong way. Apparently, donald has learned the concept of consent, but only in relation to poultry. Sadly, the American people can only hope he extends this consideration he now shares for turkeys to members of the opposite sex whenever he’s feeling “grabby.” Meanwhile, the number of women accusing donald of sexual assault remains at a steady 13, not including claims that were withdrawn due to social pressure or the multiple models that donald, self admittedly on Howard Stern’s radio show, intentionally walked in on while they were nude. donald’s newfound affinity for poultry has coincided with an increase in Twitter usage. he has been using the platform to attack his critics, whom he endearingly refers to as haters and losers. His recent targets include Lavar Ball, Elizabeth Warren, and Kim Jong Un. Our president is very versatile: he doesn’t just attack women but anyone that doesn’t agree with him. It seems puffed up birds love Twittering around this time of year; the colder weather sets off their tiny feather brains. Of course, I never expected donald to be a good president, or rather president given that he has significantly damaged the prestige of the position and decimated the respect that comes with it, but it is a shame he has failed at being a good person as well. Sad!
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6. Watermelon 7. Pineapple 8. Melon 9. Cantaloupe 10. Kiwi Final Analysis
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would stray away from her normal melo- dramatic love songs. That hope of artistic growth for. Taylor is nothing but demolished on Repu- tation, however. The album runs 15 songs. long and is 55 minutes of Swift commit- ting all the wrongs seen on â€œLook What. You Made Me Do.â€� Conceptually, Swift shifts from her. 
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